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iid issue: 
Klaassen and Magnus (2001): 258 men’s matches and 223 womens’ matches 
played at Wimbledon 1992-1995. 
They test the iid hypothesis by means of a dynamic binary panel data with random 
effects. They reject the hypothesis, but say the iid hypothesis serves as a reasonable 
first-order approximation.
Pollard and Pollard (2011): 11 matches played by Nadal in the Grand Slam  
tournaments in 2011. 
Conclusions: There are significant evidences that not all points are independent. 
Nevertheless the assumption of independence is a reasonable approximation.

iid related issues:
Knight and O’Donoghue (2012)  - break points
Konig (2001) – Home advantage
Klaassen and Magnus (1999) - New balls
Klaassen and Magnus (1999) – Serving first and final set
Pollard and Pollard (2007), Klaassen and Magnus (2003), O’Donoghue (2001) Morris 
(1997) – Important points in tennis
Pollard (1983) – Tie Break

The problem and the literature



• We re-examine the issue of testing deviations from the i.i.d. 
hypothesis under different alternative hypotheses

• First we identify the states of the match where deviations from the 
i.i.d behaviour can occur.

• Secondly, we test, on real data, the i.i.d. hypothesis versus 
specific “not i.i.d.” hypotheses. 

• We use both parametric and nonparametric tests, often within a 
Monte Carlo simulation context.

• We focus on the effect of deviations from iid on the probability of 
winning a set and of winning a match
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For each point, a dummy variable for the state in which
it has been played, was considered. 
In example:

��� � 1		if the i−th point is a game−point; 			0 otherwise		

The match states



• Dozens of tournaments (ATP500, ATP1000, GS);  all surfaces

• For head-to-head the point-by-point sequences of all played
matches (available on Oncourt) have been considered. 

• Two (arbitrary) groups of players: 
- high-ranked (at least a week in the top-ten in the career)
- medium-ranked (rank<70)

Data



Head-to-head



• Tests of randomness (on the original sequences of points)

• Tests of i.i.d vs specific deviations from i.i.d.,  based on 
- Logistic regression models (parametric)
- Exact Binomial tests (parametric)
- Proportion tests (nonparametric)

- Monte Carlo tests (nonparametric)

• Some statistical considerations based on simulations

Analyses



• For each head-to-head sequence we applied test of randomness the 
sequence of won/lost (1/0) points by each player
- over the entire match
- on service

• H	: the sequence of win/lost points is random

						H
: the sequence of win/lost points is not random

• The test is based on runs. A run is defined as a series of won/lost 
points. The number of equal values is the length of the run. 

• Test statistics: is the standardised difference between the observed 
and the expected (under H0) number of runs. For large-sample it is
N(0,1) distributed.

Test of randomness



Players pval runs n

Djokovic_Federer 0.204 3229 6559

serv_Djok 0.207 1591 3366

serv_Fed 0.816 1477 3193

Federer_Nadal 0.023 1401 2923

serv_Fed 0.365 687 1495

serv_Nad 0.479 645 1428

Berdych_Ferrer 0.402 760 1551

serv_Berd 0.010 382 763

serv_Fer 0.522 356 788

Del Potro_Federer 0.021 1595 3329

serv_Delpo 0.871 786 1714

serv_Fed 0.836 673 1615

Federer_Ferrer 0.964 633 1273

serv_Fed 0.554 254 598

serv_Fer 0.044 353 675

Nadal_Fognini 0.543 1041 2115

serv_Nad 0.269 449 983

serv_Fog 0.147 586 1132

Goffin_Tsonga 0.526 490 1001

serv_Gof 0.483 237 496

serv_Tso 0.724 220 505

Tipsarevic_Dimitrov 0.456 283 582

serv_Tip 0.546 141 315

serv_Dim 0.997 121 267

Players pval runs n

Verdasco_Lopez 0.447 321 660

serv_Ver 0.797 129 297

serv_Lop 0.583 177 363

Seppi_Haase 0.346 521 1011

serv_Sep 0.599 226 470

serv_Haa 0.080 284 541

Seppi_Muller 0.672 423 857

serv_Sep 0.078 195 424

serv_Mul 0.462 200 433

Struff_Kohlschreiber 0.028 308 672

serv_Str 0.672 150 336

serv_Koh 0.429 150 336

Herbert_Struff 0.156 281 597

serv_Her 0.736 144 292

serv_Str 0.517 133 305

Isner_Lopez 0.156 281 597

serv_Isn 0.736 144 292

serv_Lop 0.517 133 305

Fognini_Vinolas 0.674 769 1558

serv_Fog 0.935 351 738

serv_Vin 0.293 422 820

Test of randomness: men



Player pval runs n

Kerber_Pliskova 0.604 508 1031

serv_Ker 0.179 216 476

serv_Pli 0.775 277 555

Halep_Kuznetsova 0.557 516 1013

serv_Hal 0.510 249 495

serv_Kuz 0.311 247 518

Radwanska_Kerber 0.501 774 1573

serv_Rad 0.057 366 794

serv_Ker 0.143 402 779

Williams_Sharapova 0.162 699 1475

serv_Wil 0.901 337 731

serv_Sha 0.058 347 744

Wozniacki_Cibulkova 0.137 741 1429

serv_Woz 0.714 341 698

serv_Cib 0.687 370 731

Errani_Cornet 0.128 500 952

serv_Err 0.128 500 952

serv_Cor 0.012 290 521

Cibulkova_Kvitova 0.252 434 836

serv_Cib 0.449 228 441

serv_Kvi 0.946 190 395

Giorgi_Pliskova 0.209 282 594

serv_Gio 0.177 131 288

serv_Pli 0.999 146 306

Test of randomness: women



• For each head-to-head sequence, for both players, and for each 

state of the match j (j=1,..7) we considered the logistic model ��

D�,� � 1 if the i-th point is played in the j-th state

						β
,�	describes the impact of  the j-th state on (the logit of)		point�

�	: 									����� ������ � β	

• Under �	: �. �. !. we expect that	�"	and �� are equivalent (β
 not 

significant) 

• For each fixed j an LR test was performed: 
�	 �	restricted model

															��		�	unrestricted model

����� ������ � β	 + β
,� 	$�,�

Logistic regression



Logistic regression: men



Logistic regression : women



• For each head-to-head, and for each of the two players (A and B), 
we estimated the probability of winning a point on service under: 

- the i.i.d. hypotheses  p%,	, p&,	

- each of the seven defined match states p%,�	, p&,�		(j=1,…,7)

• For each head-to-head sequence, the estimates are based on the 
whole sequence of the matches in the dataset.

• The estimates of p%,	 and  of  p%,� allow us to find,  by simulation,

- the probability of winning a set �̂*,�
+ and �̂,,�

+ under the non 

i.i.d. hypothesis 

- the probability of winning a match �̂*,�
- and �̂,,�

- under the non 

i.i.d. hypothesis

Probability estimates



Probability estimates: men



Probability estimates: women



For each head-to-head sequence, and for each player we tested 
the hypotheses that

- The probability that player A wins a set does not depend 
on the state of the match

�	: �*,	
+

= �*,�
+

- The probability that player A wins a match does not 
depend

on the state of the match

					�	: �*,	
-

= �*,�
-

- Likewise for player B

Monte Carlo tests



For each head-to-head sequence of m matches, for each player 
and for each state  j (j=1,…,7) of the match we

1.  ‘played’ by simulations 2000 sequences of m matches

- under �		(i.i.d),                   using   �̂*,	 and �̂,,	

- under �
	(specific not i.i.d) using 			�̂*,� and �̂,,�

2.  computed, for each of the 2000 sequences of m matches

- P(winnig a set) under �	 and under �
: 

																																				�̂*,	,.
+

,  �̂,,	,.
+ and 									�̂*,�,.

+
,   �̂,,�,.

+

- P(winnig a match) under �	 and under �
: 

																																				�̂*,	,.
+ �̂,,	,.

+ and 									�̂*,�,.
+ �̂,,�,.

+

Monte Carlo tests



3. Estimated the Monte Carlo distributions of the probabilities of 
winning a set and of winning a match under �	

																																				�̂*,	
+

,  �̂,,	
+ and 									�̂*,�,.

+
,   �̂,,�,.

+

																																				�̂*,	,.
+ �̂,,	,.

+ and 									�̂*,�,.
+ �̂,,�,.

+

4.    Used quantiles 0.025 and 0.975 to test �	

Monte Carlo tests



Monte Carlo tests: Nadal-Federer

Nadal Federer



Monte Carlo tests: men



Monte Carlo tests: women



Monte Carlo tests: Nadal-Federer

Nadal Federer

Kolmogorov-Smirnov:  p-val <0.001



Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test: men



Monte Carlo tests: men



Monte Carlo tests: women



Conclusions

• We tried to verify the i.i.d. assumption starting from the definition 
of different state of the match related to head-to-head sequences 
of matches.

• We did not find deviations from the i.i.d. hypothesis regarding the 
probabilities of winning a set or a match.

• We did not consider some statistical issue as duration and number 
of points played.

• Our future purpose is  to improve this work in several ways:
• Consider more players and data;
• Diversify players in ranking categories;
• Add new states of the match.


